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 Executive Summary 

The overall aim of the NEStOR project is to create a flexible, multilingual, modern and 

attractive medium, a Web Radio, through which transnational educational cooperation 

across Europe will be facilitated. In order to support this, important studies will be carried 

out on the European education policy dimension, the pedagogics and also the need to foster 

media literacy to schools. It will provide a Web Radio, safe and user friendly even for 

students with special educational needs; it will be enriched with interdisciplinary teaching 

materials for school education at a European level; it will be integrated in modern 

educational requirements. The project will provide the educational community with the 

necessary tools for the cultivation of communication skills, participation of every European 

learner to a public radio program and the exchange and dissemination of cultural elements 

through the Student Radio. The NEStOR project will highlight the European dimension of the 

existing “European School Radio” ( http://www.europeanschoolradio.eu ), which has  been 

operating in Greece for the last six years with great success.  

   

The aim of this report is to outline the definition and requirement analysis of a networked 

Web Radio Model for schools European-wide. In effect this is an analysis on the 

improvements needed for the new Web Radio compared to European School Radio (ESR). A 

clear description of improvements: organization, responsibilities, procedures, processes and 

structures, languages. Procedures involve: Registration requirements, Organization of the 

radio groups (preparation, training, support, recording and other, of the pupils in and 

outside the school), Communication with coordinators of the web radio, Recording and 

editing module, Scheduling audio shows in a radio programme, Live Shows, Posting and live 

chatting on Web Radio Portal and social media, Matching partners and cooperative work, 

Podcasting, explained, Collecting Statistics, such as ratings, usage; and other. 

Scope 

The present document is the Deliverable O1 Web Radio Model, Activity 2, Task 2, An analysis 

on the improvements needed for the new Web Radio compared to ESR. A clear description 

of improvements: organization, responsibilities, procedures, processes and structures, 

languages. Procedures involve: Registration requirements, Organization of the radio groups 

(preparation, training, support, recording and other, of the pupils in and outside the school), 

Communication with coordinators of the web radio, Recording and editing module, 

Scheduling audio shows in a radio programme, Live Shows, Posting and live chatting on Web 

Radio Portal and social media, Matching partners and cooperative work, Podcasting, 

explained, Collecting Statistics, such as ratings, usage; and other. 

Audience 

The intended audience for this document is the NEStOR consortium (including school 

partners), the NA Agent (IKY), the European Commission, and the public interested in this 

project. 
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1 IMPROVEMENTS & NEW FEATURES OF NESTOR WEB 

APPLICATION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

The web radio application, which is to be developed under the NEStOR project, will build on 

existing sub-applications and will fully cover the functionality as described in O1 / A1 / T2. 

The main parameter that has to be taken into consideration is that the new application will 

be designed in order to be used by teachers and students from every European country. 

Improvements and new features in the new web radio portal are described below, are 

divided into functional modules: 

1.2 INTEGRATION OF THE SYSTEMS 

The new application should consolidate a common environment from three individual 

applications as they have been described in O1 / A1 / T2 and already serve the needs of 

European School Radio participants: 

 Platform- School management participation on the radio 
(http://www.europeanschoolradio.eu) 

 Community of European School Radio (http://www.europeanschoolradio.eu/blog/ )  
 Educational Material- Guides to the school radio teams 

(https://sites.google.com/site/esrhelp/ ) 
Also, it should be completed with the subsystem of the radio flow automation, so that radio 

productions of the schools which will be uploaded to the application and automatically be 

able to scheduled and transmitted without human mediation at the European School Radio 

radio program. 

 

In the final unified environment the already provided services from the three 

applications above, not mentioned again in this document, will be included with 

improvements and extensions described below. 

1.3 USER INTERFACE 

The interface of the new application should have the following features: 

 

 Modern, user-friendly and ergonomic interface. The design of the proposed 
interface has elements of other successful applications directed to education and 
developed by CTI 

 Multilingual interface 
o The main language will be English, throughout the application environment. 
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o It shall be possible to change the language to another, available indication in 
a prominent place of application. 

o The possibility of translation of the application environment is given (menus, 
field names, and short online help) in any language with obvious options. 
There will be instructions on how can someone make a translation of the 
environment in his/her own language. 

o While filling the fields on the forms, the user will be able to use the English 
and his/her native language as well. 

o There will be an option for the user to translate manually the posts in the 
community and discussions and conversations among listeners in chat. For 
this purpose a ready tool or plug-in (e.g. Google translate) can be used.  

 The application interface will offer a short required Online Help, available through 
an icon in each page. There will also be relevant links that will refer to the detailed 
guides that will exist in the e-learning section of the application. 

 The application should follow the responsive web design. In brief, the design and 
construction process of the application should detect variables from external and 
internal environment and respond accordingly to the guest. The aim is to create a 
"smart" site, which will be able to adjust the size and basic characteristics (menu, 
pictures, text) depending on the dimensions of the screen of the user's device. 

 The potentiality for basic intervention in the "look & feel" of the portal by the 
administrators not necessarily by following the process to change the code. The 
desirable changes may include color palette, fonts, and background pages. 

 Availability for rating about all the objects of the application (posts, productions, 
podcasts, e-learning elements) in multilevel stars 1-5 for audio quality, educational 
purpose, sustainability, entertainment of the radio shows etc. 

 The application should be friendly to students with visual disabilities.  
 

In the environment where users will have access without need to log-in, the application will 

offer visible information by the following sections: 

 Home page will include: 
o Listening to the audio streaming- radio programme within the webpage and 

direct access to the independent page for the Web radio Player. 
o Short presentation of schools with logo, brief description and the promoting 

radio spot (e.g. a presentation as a carousel view). By clicking on the image, 
the user access the page of each school’s profile. It will be also available on 
map and searchable by typing the name of the school. 

o Brief presentation of the radio shows on the NEStOR radio programme (e.g. 
as a carousel view) with logo, brief description, the radio spots and 
broadcasting details. 

o Presentation of the NEStOR program in various forms and modes (daily, 
weekly, monthly, thematic and music zones or other) available and 
searchable. 

 There will be an indication to the program that a program has 
already been uploaded and will be broadcast. 

 For the previous dates, anyone could opt for the preferable radio 
show that already broadcast and listen via podcast repository 

o Presentation of most popular radio shows with the most numerous likes, the 
most active schools etc. 

o Presentation of the latest most popular podcasts from the repository 
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o Presentation of latest News-posts / Announcements  
o Social activity of the community with the latest posts, conversations, 

actions. 
o Users activity (Active, latest, popular members, community groups) 
o Area for short surveys / polls 
o Direct links on the e-learning section of the application and the support 

(forum) 
o Basic information material as static pages 

 About the project 
 Terms of Use - Content Liability 

 

 The visitor will be able to search in various ways a school (map, search form, schools 
list, filters like latest, popular, active, per year). After having chosen one of the 
options above, there will be available a total presentation of ALL features of the 
presence and activity of a school in the student radio, in a page that will contain: 

o Information for school 
o Teachers and Students as users, who participate from this school 
o Radio school productions 
o Promoting material for the radio school participation (radio spot & media) 
o Podcast repository for this school  
o School activity in the community(blog, comments, posts) 
o School Partnerships with other schools and collaborative projects 
o Groups that the members take part in 
o Followers / Friends of the school 
o Basic ability to customize the appearance of the school's page (banners, 

colors, background) 
 Presentation of the Radio Programme. The visitor will have a full picture of the radio 

program of the student radio: 
o View in various forms and modes: day (timetable), week, month, or agenda.  
o View in different colors or markings the thematic and music zones and get 

information about these  
o View with explicit way as marked the uploaded ones to broadcast (e.g. bold 

or with a different color). Also, with different marking there will be 
presented the radio shows that have already been transmitted by the radio. 

o View broadcasts that are scheduled and clicking on, there will be available 
all the details about them. 

o Listen to broadcasts that played directly on the radio program.  
 The user will be able to search in various ways, to display and listen the productions 

from the podcast 
 Podcast repository of the student radio. The audio file for productions is considered 

as a separate unit and it is described later in this text. 
 Convenient and independent Web Radio Player, where any guest will have direct 

access to listen of the student radio. A key feature is the seamless operation in any 
platform, especially in portable devices. WebPage of this player includes: 

o Audio player with mute, volume variation, play-stop 
o Show song or audio files on the streaming flow  
o View thematic and music zone 
o View audience- listeners who are tuned in 
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o Safe chat room service that offers different roles of participation 
(administrators, moderators, users), in public and private conversation. 
Users can be identified by their connection to the host application and from 
their accounts in other social media.  

o Show brief information, such as next radio shows for the rest of the day 
o Configurable environment for functions like adding posts, voting polls 
o Obvious connection to the central web application, support, e-learning by 

hyperlinks  
 In the interface of the web application, the user can be moved between the various 

objects - entities via hyperlinks. The central entities and how the user can be 
transported from one another are shown in the following diagram: 

 
NEStOR entities 

 

1.4 USER MANAGEMENT - REGISTRATION/PROFILE 

 For accessibility to all services - sections of the web application of the student radio 
NEStOR will only require one account and a single sign-in with the user's data. 

 In the new application, users can only be members of the educational community. 
Any teacher and student in order to be able to enroll, firstly should have to the 
create the entity of the School that he/she belongs. This is feasible during 
registration process of the first member of school when enrolled, controlled and 
approved centrally from one member of the ESR Team. The first teacher who 
registers is designated as the Administrator of school and then all teachers and 
students are approved by him/her. A teacher can connect to more than one school 
entities.  

 There will be taken into account the case of change of school for the teachers. 
 The uniqueness for the school enrollment must be guaranteed, so as to avoid any 

duplicate registrations.  
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 The users of the application will have different access levels with different 
responsibilities. The highest level of roles will have all rights. The different roles of 
the web application are: 

o Administrator of the web application. 
 It has full access to all sections of the application and is responsible 

for: 
 The approval of new schools 
 The configuration of the parameters on the radio program. 
 The management of schools and users’ registrations 
 Managing radio productions and audio files 
 The configuration of the system 
 Run auxiliary work 

o Administrator teacher of the school account (teacher in charge) 
 The difference with the simple user of the web application for 

teacher is that he/she has the ability to authorize other teachers 
from the same school. 

 He/she can also manage the details of the school and to shape the 
appearance of the school's page in the application. 

o Teacher participant 
 The teacher can belong to one or more schools 
 He/she is able to schedule, upload and manage the radio shows of 

the radio team of the school, for which he/she is responsible of 
o Pupil 

 The pupil belongs to a school and can make posts and comments. 
 He/she can participate in groups and discussions 

o Visitor 
 The visitor can simply comment and participate in the evaluation 

(rating) of the available objects on the web application 

 

1.5 BOOKING SYSTEM AND RADIO SCHEDULE MANAGEMENT 

One of the main modules of the web application of the student radio, should be redesigned 

and improved in relation to the platform that is available now to the ESR users: 
 Booking module will be directly in a calendar with graphics, which can be presented 

in different ways (day, month, year, or agenda as to example the Google Calendar). 
o The teacher selects a particular available date and time to be booked in a 

scheduled and repetitive long duration radio show. The selection of date 
and time comply with certain limitations, depending on the program radio 
zones, the duration of the radio shows, the level of education and the 
language of the broadcast as described in O1 / A1 / T2. The steps that have 
to be followed in order to complete the process are: 

 Form to schedule the radio show, which the user complements the 
main elements of the show (title, description, partnership, themes, 
language, live or recorded, duration, from a predefined list) 

 Frequency of the radio show, for instance, in case of an 
extraordinary show that appears only once in the radio program or 
for periodic transmission. In the second case, the periodicity, the 
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date of the first transmission and the last date of the broadcast 
transmission have to be determined 

 Additional broadcast information for the registration, such as 
banner-logo, promoting radio spots, other promotional media 
(video etc.) 

 Edit information of scheduled radio shows, will be available from a different menu of 
the web application, where the users of the school account (teachers) would change 
or to remove. When removing, it will not be deleted from the database in 
permanent way so as to avoid inconsistency with podcast repository. Complete 
delete will be done only if there is no production associated with the scheduled 
broadcast. 

 The administrator of the system will be informed regularly about live broadcasts 
that are planned for the next period, so as to move on to the appropriate steps in 
radio program automation system. 

 

1.6 UPLOAD RADIO PRODUCTIONS 

In this section, teachers can upload and manage the production of their own radio school 

group that they belong. 
 The process of uploading the scheduled radio shows will be done directly at the 

radio program timetable. The teacher user from the school will directly go to the 
already reserved time in the program and upload the audio file through the 
application. In the case of live broadcast, the uploading will be allowed only on 
previous dates, when live broadcasts will be uploaded. There will also be an 
indication on the radio program about the radio shows which have already sent. It 
will offered the possibility of replacement of a broadcast file only before it is 
transmitted.  

 Special uploading page of the non-scheduled productions (short thematic radio 
shows, promoting radio spots, songs etc.) 

 While the process of uploading, there must be complemented predefined fields, 
such as the title of the radio show with a brief description, the case that the 
broadcast is cooperative and by which cooperation the radio show concluded, the 
language of broadcast, a banner - logo, additional information if there are any 
differences from what they were completed in the process of booking 

 The ability to manage all the productions that have been uploaded by the teacher 
user, with the way of selection from the list. The permitted changes will be made 
depending on the type and mode of production. 

 The possibility for the administrator of the system to listen before a radio show is 
programmed to play on the web radio any time he/she wishes in order to inhibit the 
transmission of a broadcast, if needed 

 The administrator of the system will be notified automatically by special function of 
the web application for radio shows that have been scheduled on the radio program 
and the users did not sent the audio file from the production for some consecutive 
repetitions. Relevant notification will be sent to the teacher in charge from the 
account of the school- administrator of the school- with the information that the 
scheduled radio show that will be removed, in the case of not sending the audio files 
for the radio shows. The administrator of the system will be able to send 
precautions to the accounts of the schools in case of a radio show’s removal from 
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the radio programme. Also, if there is a non-coherent radio show, it will be marked 
on the radio program with special coloring.  

 The productions, after uploading, will be stored in a specific file system as described 
in O1 / A1 / T2, so that they can be sent in the radio message automation system 
(Jazler). There will be continuous update on the web application for metadata from 
the interface of the NEStOR portal in order to import music files automatically in the 
radio automation software, Jazler.  

1.7 SCHOOL PARTNERSHIPS - JOINT PRODUCTIONS 

The service of potential cooperation among different schools for joint radio production 

projects is considered very important for the NEStOR project. The development will be 

based on the logic of the existing application, but also it will be improved to be user-friendly 

and functional: 
 Teachers through registration form will be able to indicate whether they are 

interested in collaborative radio projects and there is any intention to begin a 
partnership. In this case, it has to be stated on the related fields, such as subject 
titles, education level, languages, and countries. 

 In the user’s interface it will be possible to search schools on interesting subjects or 
using search filters. 

 The teacher may choose schools that suit his/her interest and is willing to work 
together. Then, an invitation will be sent via an internal message from the 
application environment automatically, stating the interest in cooperation and an e- 
mail as well. As soon as the other part accepts the request of cooperation, the 
partnership appears that has begun.  

 After the conclusion of cooperation, there will be offered automatically a private 
space on the application (only on users’ interface), which will be in the working 
environment on the community and several interactive tools for collaboration and 
preparation for radio production will be available to all the participants of the 
project for use and communication.  

 The founders will be able to invite other members (teachers, students and visitors) 
to the project. 

1.8 PODCAST REPOSITORY  

There is a podcast repository that includes a very important audio archive of authentic 

student creation. They can be used as teaching material in the classroom in various ways. 

The improvement and upgrading of this unit in the new application is required. 
 All radio productions after their transmission to the scheduled day & time in the 

radio program, the student radio show will be available in the podcast repository of 
the NEStOR web radio.  

 The archiving standard to be used will be consistent with the conclusions of O1 / A2 
/ T3. 

 As for the joint radio shows, there will be at repository of each school’s account that 
took part in the partnership. 

 The search by the guest’s environment can be made with multiple and complex 
criteria and with text search. The search results can be presented sorted in various 
ways. An example of such a search result is the Photodentro platform. 
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 While the guest selects a particular production from the podcast repository, all the 
details of the production will be given as a view mode, to listen and to comment on 
it, to add to favorite shows and to distribute / communicate within the application 
and other social networks. Also, there will be a rating measurement for each audio 
file from the archive. 

 Each audio file from the radio productions can be evaluated in the rating system of 
multi-level within the application, on the points where it is most remarkable in 
accordance with the listeners’ opinion, so as to inform users that are willing to apply 
an educational scenario in the classroom using the certain audio file. 

 A relevant audio archive from the general podcast repository will be presented as a 
specific podcast repository for each school and displayed in the school presentation 
page. 

 Older productions will be viewable and available to listen directly on the radio 
program. 

1.9 CONFIGURATION AND AUTOMATION OF THE WEB RADIO 

STATION PROGRAM  

The radio program is transmitted on the internet with streaming process through Jazler, 

which is a radio automation software. This application requires a special configuration in 

order to produce a qualitιve radio program. So, it is important to import music that plays as 

a playlist when there is no radio show on the air, import of small or larger radio productions, 

to define the parameters of live broadcasts and to program appropriately the radio shows, 

so they will play at the correct day and time. 
The school web radio application, gathers sound files, which should be transmitted 

according to the schedule on the station's radio program. 
 The application will be integrated with the radio automation software (Jazler) via a 

special interface tool that will be developed with the following characteristics: 
o As soon as the audio files are uploaded to the application, they are exported 

to a folder system and then get names generated by the application. Also, a 
metadata file is generated according to the requirements of the 
intermediate application-Jazler integration tool. 

o The audio files of scheduled broadcasts will automatically be imported and 
get programmed, using this tool into Jazler. 

o The other audio files, such as promoting spots or other radio messages will 
be entered manually by the administrator of the radio program. 

 In order to enhance European students enrich and adapt the musical radio program 
of the radio station, a simple form for musical proposals will be implemented.  

o A simple form in which a student can add the song’s name, artist, genre, 
language and upload the song or mp3 youtube link 

o These files will be gathered into a folder for mass import into the radio 
automation system from the operator of the radio program 

o Periodic surveys - polls will be carried out through the page of the 
application related to the radio preferences of European students in order 
to adjust the station's radio program. 
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1.10 WEB RADIO ONLINE COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL NETWORKS  

The NEStOR web radio application will give the users the opportunity to interact, influenced 

by the social features of environment that will simulate other social networks. The Online 

Community module of the application will have all the features of the already existing 

platform as described in O1 / A1 / T2, with the following extensions / improvements: 
 

 The application users will post whatever they want on the user interface front-end 
without having to be transferred to a control panel to make a post. So, they will be 
able to communicate the news of their student radio team, very fast and in a very 
simple way across the online community. This application will have more features of 
a social networking site than a blog. 

 Users will be able to comment, rate, share into the application, and to other social 
networks like facebook, twitter etc., all the objects of the application (radio 
productions, podcasts, schools, users, posts, etc.)  

 Users will have access to all European School Radio social network’ pages and 
display the activity to them. 

 There will be a possibility to create and integrate polls & questionnaires. For 
example, polls for preferred music or types of radio shows preferences and more. 

 

1.11 ADMINISTRATION & APPLICATION MANAGEMENT 

ENVIRONMENT   

The application administrator will be able to configure all application parameters through a 

special page for this purpose. Similar arrangements can also make the rest of the system 

roles. More specifically, the application administrator can control: 
 Configuration of the radio program (the types of radio productions, music and 

broadcast time zones, thematic categories etc). 
 Management of schools and user accounts 
 Management of radio productions and radio shows 
 System configuration 
 Auxiliary tasks 

  

1.12 EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT AND SUPPORT 

One of the most important parts of NEStOR project is to create educational material for 

student web radio on each level of education. This material will be posted and will be 

accessible by convenient way in the special section of the application for e-learning. The 

design of this section will be done in O3 / A5 deliverable, in which the details of this section 

will be analyzed. The parts of the module are the following: 
 Support Forum & discussions. This section will be the official support of the student 

web radio users. In will be the exclusive online support space of the application. In 
this area, a user will be able to submit questions and any expert, or other user, can 
answer. There will be also given the possibility of opening discussions on topics of 
interest from users of the application. 
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 Modern e-learning environment. The NEStOR e-learning environment will enable 
conducting webinars or other educational meetings (such as the Big Blue Button). 
This environment can be used by schools for their communication on the level of 
preparation the joint radio productions. 

 Self-paced online courses. A series of online courses will be created that users will 
be able to attend. The courses will address teachers and will include issues, such as 
software and hardware for radio production, the student radio journalism, copyright 
issues, promotion of radio production and other. The online courses will be enriched 
with video, sound files, quizzes and several interactive objects that will allow user to 
get fully informed for the object of his interest. 

 Guides for participation. Teachers are willing to prepare and implement the 
participation of their radio groups in the student radio programme, can use these 
guides that will be described all the procedures needed to follow in order to 
participate with their students. 

 Guides for the application. Special guides in text type, video or audio type with 
instructions will explain to users the functions of the application and the way to 
navigate correctly. 

 Frequently asked questions - FAQ. In the section of frequently asked questions, the 
most common questions will be collected along with their answers appropriately 
classified. This section will be regularly updated according to user’s needs. 

 Educational scenarios- Good Practices. In this section some learning 
designs/educational scenarios will be published in an appropriate environment: 

o Ecucational Scenarios/ Learning Designs produced by NEStOR program 
o Users can upload and post their educational scenarios or good practices 

designed and implemented by them during their participation on the 
student radio. 

 Links of eTwinning kits that will be created within the NEStOR will be posted in 
order to promote the idea of the student radio and the community of eTwinning. 

 

1.13 UTILITY SOFTWARE TOOLS- ADDITIONAL FEATURES 

1.13.1 Statistics  

The new system will monitor the use and the impact of the student radio and will involve: 
 Ratings (of the web radio station) 

o The number of listeners will be recorded at regular intervals to associated 
database along with other information, such as the listeners origin (portable 
device or desktop) 
 

o An application page will be created so that the users are able to search by 
various criteria and the audience ratings will be presented in various ways 
such as tables, graphs, etc. 
 
 

 Traffic of the application web page 
o Various traffic data will be recorded to the application and its individual 

sections and presented it in different ways. 
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The data could be used properly to extract very useful findings by radio producers and 

administrators of the student radio. 
 

1.13.2 Certificates of participation 

Participation certificates (in native language) will be produced through the application in pdf 

format and sent by email automatically by the administrator of ESR or the School 

administrator, at the end of each school year. 

1.13.3 Transition from the existing system 

Of particular importance is considered the transition all the data and users of existing 

application to the new application in order to preserve the authentic and valuable database 

of European School Radio from its operation in previous years. The new database has to be 

compatible with the previous one and it is important to make extensive checks to ensure the 

proper operation for the transition of the old data into the new application. 

1.14 SECURITY / INFRASTRUCTURE 

The technological infrastructure of the system should be designed and selected, so that the 

application will operate continuously and without errors. The design of this section of the 

application will be described in details in O3 / A1 deliverable. Key features will be at least: 
 Fault tolerance.  

o Continuous operation of the web / database server that hosts the 
application 

o Rapid restoration of radio automation server (Jazler) 
 Two mirror computers having the Jazler hasp dongle are suggested 
 Second server will start manually by the administrator when the first 

server is not functioning. A message to the administrator will be 
sent when that the main server is not working. 

 Backup-Restore procedures in all subsystems. 
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Disclaimer: 
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